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HOW IS INSTALLING DEVONSTONE 
DIFFERENT FROM PAVERS? 
DevonStone requires 1-3/8” low profi le edge
restraint suitable for its thinner profi le, not 
standard height edge restraint.  Plate compactors 
may not be used on DevonStone, instead use a 
dead blow hammer or a long block of wood that 
can be placed over the DevonStone unit and struck 
with a hammer to seat the units in the setting bed.  
Uniform spacing for Saw Cut DevonStone can be 
achieved with tile nips.

MY DEVONSTONE SLABS HAVE 
A WHITE HAZE ON THEM. WHAT IS IT?
You are probably referring to effl orescence, 
a natural and common occurrence in concrete
and brick products. Effl orescence is the result of
natural salts in the materials used in product migrat-
ing to the surface of the slabs.       

This is not a defect nor harmful to the slabs and will 
usually weather away with time. 

HOW DO I CUT DEVONSTONE?
DevonStone can be easily cut with any power saw 
with a diamond blade. Always wear protective
glasses and a mask when cutting with a power saw. 
If using water during the cutting process, be sure 
to immediately clean and residue that may be left 
on the stone or staining may result. Do not use a
hammer or chisel to cut DevonStone.

CAN I USE DEVONSTONE ON MY DRIVEWAY?
No. DevonStone is not suitable for any vehicular 
traffi c.

CAN I USE DEVONSTONE INSIDE?
Absolutely, just install it the same way you would
tile, with a thinset adhesive. 

CAN I USE DEVONSTONE WITH
MY EP HENRY PAVERS?
Yes you can, but you must account for the
difference in thickness. Most pavers are 2 3/8”
or 3 1/8” thick; DevonStone is 1 5/8” thick. Do
not attempt to compensate for the variability in 
thickness with the bedding material. 

   Important Notes: 
  DO NOT use a plate compactor on DevonStone.     

   It is recommended if you choose to seal           
DevonStone slabs, use only Techni-Seal Sealant 
for Wet Cast Pavers.
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